THE FUTURE OF BUTTERNUT
Will

it

share the fate of the American Chestnut?

See Page 17.
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What do you want
for Christmas?
And

You Want Someone Who is
Responsive to Your Needs
At Sibgo Tree
offer a

balsam

Company we

companies can say that

But, since

we

also

have

will

be offering

cross.

a fraser-

White, scotch, and

red pine, and white spruce are also

wide variety of high

available.

quahty Christmas Trees. Other
tree

we

this year

something new: fralsam,

toi

You Want On-time Delivery.
We guarantee on time delivery

a reta

Christmas Tree business, we

on the day

know what retailers want
What sets us apart is our

vis/z

have scheduled

to

receive your order, not the day

before or the day

after.

understanding Qiyour
needs.

We

You Want the Number of Trees

i^now what

you want from

That's Right for You.

suppHer.

a

You can order either 25

You Want to Keep
You

Simple.

It

Our

are ready to go.

arrive individually

Have

trees

you have

to

do

remove the

is

wrappers and set the trees out.

No

broken branches. And since

our trees are basal pruned, you

and your customers
to hassle

will not

have

with any additional

trimming

to

fit

the tree to the

able to retain water. (Did you

know

that

moisture

it

if a

offer heavily

needled trees

been pruned

to achieve

sturdy branches and carefully

shaped

profile offer

room and

valued Christmas ornaments.

its

in

New
are

not shipped long distances. This

means

that the trees can be cut

Missed Anything?

we do

for

Mike Godzyk. He

would love

to talk to you.

we

everything

While

you're on the phone, schedule an

appointment

to visit us

and inspect

our trees. This summer.. .or anytime.

Or

if

you don't have time

your busy schedule to

later in the season. In addition,

we'd be happy

visit us,

to visit you.

For example,

we

prevent drying.

You Want Variety.

We

grow blue balsam, known

its

lovely color, fragrance, and

Sibgo Tree
for

Company
Wt' know K\\a\

good needle retention.
another favorite

The

also has

cut, the better

interlock the

tops of the trees after cutting to

You Want Freshness.
is

grown

Hampshire and Vermont, they

support for your customers'

later a tree

of

and ask

can to minimize loss of moisture.

a traditional, yet natural form.

The

40%

never recover?)

Since our trees are

after cutting,

that have

tree loses

will

stand.

You Want Quality.

Wc

We

Call 800/694-8722 or 603/237-.S702

wrapped.
it is

All

trees or a

trailer load.

are looking for trees that

at

Fraser,

our plantation,

good needle retention.

xm

ii'ioit \o'(

Christmas'.

800/694-8722 or 603/237-5702
FAX 603/237-8439

COLEBROOK, NH

in

CALENDAR

details: Stan Swier or

October

¥«*' WEDNESDAY,

NHPGA
tion
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Pesticide Applicator Recertifica-

Meeting,

Commercial

UNH

at

Manchester, 400

Street, Manchester,

information: Bob Demers,
603-625-8298.

Jr.,

Faye Cragin

at 603-862-1159.

OCTOBER

NH;

at

December

DECEMBER
etable

&

12-14 New England VegBerry Conference, Sturbridge,

MA; Otho Wells

at 603-862-3208.

]anuary

OCTOBER

20 New Hampshire Campground Owner/Managers Conference,
Margate Resort, Laconia, NH; for
information: Mike Sciabarrasi at
603-862-1700.

agement Course, Keene State College,
Keene, NH; information:Marshall
Patmos at 603-352-4550

OCTOBER

JANUARY

25 Association of Cut Flower
Growers School (in conjunction with the ASCFG National
Conference), Baltimore, MD; 216774-2887.
Growers,

Inc.,

OCTOBER

Portsmouth
NH; information: Otho Wells at
603-862-3208.

UNH FFA Invitational
UNH Plant Biology

28

\nterscholastics,

and Thompson School Greenhouses,
Mast Road Extension, Durham, NH;
for information: Dave Howell at

4-6 C<iristmas Tree Pest Man-

9-1
ERNA's Best Trade
Show, Concord Hotel, Kiamesha
Lake, NY; 203-872-2095.

JANUARY

I

10 Maine Landscape

Me; Edith

lANUARY

Ellis at

207-225-3998.

MeLNA

JANUARY

16-17 Connecticut
Nurserymen's Association Annual Meet-

Education Seminar, & Trade
Show, Aqua Turf, Southington, CT;
ing,

203-872-2095.

November

««« WEDNESDAY,
2-5 International Plant

Propagation Society (IPPS) Eastern

Region Annual Meeting, Hartford
Sheraton, Hartford, CT;
203-429-0533.

NOVEMBER

7 Vermont Association of

Professional Horticulturists

Meeting,

(VAPH)

Fall

Vermont Technical College,

Randolph, VT: information: )ane
Wilkening at 802-253-2350.

NOVEMBER

8 Turf

& Grounds Man-

agement Seminar (jointly sponsored

by UNH Cooperative Extension and
Dartmouth College) Alumni Hall,
Hopkins Center, Dartmouth College,
Hanover, NH; information: Tom

Buob

at

603-787-6944.

NOVEMBER
&

7-8 Massachusetts Nursery
Landscape Association Business Short
Westboro Marriott, Westboro,

Course,

MA: Rena Sumner

NOVEMBER

16

at

UNH

lANUARY

17

New

Hampshire Plant Growers AssociflfioM/Neiv
Hampshire Landscape Association \oint
Wi«(er Meeting, Old Mill Restaurant,
Epsom; information: Peter van
Berkum at 603-463-7663.

JANUARY 21 FTDA Dislricf Meeting,
Elliott & Williams Roses. Dover, NH;
for details:

Debra Defreze

at

603-474-3020.

JANUARY 23-24 Rhode \sland Nurserymen's Association Education Day and
Trade Show, Doubletree Inn, Newport, Rl; information: Ken
Lagerquist at 508-761-9260.
JANUARY

26-27 Farm & Forest ExposiCenter of New Hampshire
Holiday Inn & Convention Center,
Manchester, NH; information: Mary
Ellen Pitman on Wednesdays at
603-271-3788
tion,

413-369-4731

February

Cooperative Ex-

FEBRUARY 1-3 New England Grows,
Hynes Convention Center, Boston,
MA; 508-653-3009.

Greenhouse Pest Control Seminar,
Old Mill Restaurant, Epsom, NH; for
tension

Nurs-

Annual Trade
Show, Holiday Inn by the Bay, Portland, Me; 207-225-3998.
16

603-862-1760.

NOVEMBER

&

(MeLNA) Annual MeetAugusta Civic Center, Augusta,

ery Association
ing,

25-26 New England

Biotechnology Conference,

OCTOBER

lANUARY

—

FORUM
up a similar program in
am a commercial pestifor research and
demonstration purposes and a member of the pesticide education comhope to acquire a demittee and

Kenya

Notice

to set

his country.

An FTDA Designer
ing Session

is

January. As of

Certification Test-

being planned

September

first,

date had been set The testing

be
and

cide

for

no

I

will

gree

Junior, Senior,

for three levels

— and

work. For more information and a

Debra Defreze

at

adult occupational education
plant biology, so the

in

job was perfect for me. Also,

1

work

UNH Coop-

for Dr. Stan Swier, the

list

erative Extension Pesticide Educa-

of suggested reading material, contact

in

with a minor

includes plant ID
(Latin names) and hands-on design
IVlaster

1

applicator

Visitor

tor.

A few weeks ago,

USDA

I

members

Like most

of

Coopera-

Forest Service as a consultant

program in pesticide
education. The program would train
a forest health worker in all aspects
of pesticide education, including
personal protection equipment, first
aid and safety, worker protection
laws, and how to read a label. The
course would last nine days, after
which the student would return to

1

I

sion specialists as well. So, with this
in

mind,

I

agreed to be the program

coordinator.

Gregory Mbita (he prefers to be
called IVlbita) arrived on August 26th.

He spent many hours

l(clf you

in

lands to discuss forest health issues

UNHCE

Cheryl Smith, a

supportive when working with the
knew that would be
public and
able to count on not only Stan and
Alan, but other Cooperative Exten-

to coordinate a

tours of different agricultural

pointing out problem areas as

USDA Forest Service gave
Mbita and students from the Thompson School a tour of the UNH wood-

tive Extension, they are invariably

was hired by the

IVlbita

sites,

of the

the

A Summer

proper use of personal protection
equipment. Bill Lord, a UNHCE Fruit
Specialist, and Alan Eaton gave

well as 1PM techniques. Denis Souto

tion Coordinator and Dr. Alan Eaton,
UNH Cooperative Extension Integrated Pest IVlanagement Coordina-

603-474-3020.

room and out in the field. Dr. Jim
Mitchell and Steve Bunker from the
UNH Kingman Farm gave a demonstration
on calibrating a boon
sprayer. They also demonstrated the

the class-

Plant Health

day with Mbita
demonstrating disease identification
techniques in the lab and in the
field. John Weaver gave Mbita information on biological control programs currently being tested at
UNH. Between field trips, Mbita
watched educational videos and attended lectures on various aspects
of pesticide education. He was inSpecialist, spent a

weren't proud of the trees

I on your lot last year, maybe
time to

come to Conley Farm

Quality. All trees are basal pruned the third year in the

and

full skirts at

harvest time.

The freshness

field.

They have clean handles

of our trees after harvest

by a custom designed shaded storage area. And, since we only
our farm, what you see is what you get. No surprises.
Service.

Our convenient

/V ^
^vj'

location, an elevator loading system,

and roads that

make

for

on time pick up and

be arranged.

Limited Offer. Because we cut
color,

insured

trees grovra on

delivery. Reliable trucking can

some lower

is

sell

are accessible for any size truck in any weather

'^'

it's

entire blocks of trees each year,

price trees available.

These

trees have

we have

good handles, good

and straight leaders, but are one year short of reaching #1 or #2 grade.

CaU Marty

at

603/332-9942,

for

more information or to schedule a visit

Conley Farm
437 Meaderboro Road, Rochester
THE WHOLESALE GROWER OF BALSAM & ERASER IN SOUTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE
TAs

P/flMtsmflH

FROM THE BOARD

vited to a graduate student get-together for students from other countries and visited Portsmouth, Manchester, and several other towns
throughout New Hampshire
As Mbita's visit came to an end,
we discussed the program and its effectiveness. We both agreed that two
weei^s is not enough time to fully
grasp all elements of the program.
However, we both felt that we man-

aged

accomplish a great deal in
we had together and

to

the time that

hope

that this

is

just

the

first

step

in

education programs for developing countries. We
both felt that although each country
has its own particular problems and
needs, it is important to remember
pesticide

creating

that the pesticide practices of

one

country have the potential to affect
us

all.

Faye Cragin
Plant Biology

Department

C/C^lcome
New Members

BALL SEED COMPANY
Willey Creek Road
1 1

Durham, NH 03824

BARRETT GREENHOUSE & NURSERY
694 Old Homestead Highway
Swansey, NH 03446

EARTHGRO,

BARTLETT COMPANY

578 Boston Post Road
Sudbury, MA 01776

ROADSIDE FARMER
Route 16
Wakefield,

Why We Need ISO 9000
In the Horticulture Industry
Robert C. Rimol

It

seems,

lately, that

many companies

are obtaining their ISO 9000

certification.

What
IISOI

is

"ISO?" The International Organization for Standardization
an agency representing the national standards bodies of 91
is

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is the
representing the United States. ISO is made up of approximately 180 technical committees. Each committee is responsible
for one of the many areas of specialization that range from asbestos to
zinc. The purpose of ISO is to promote the development of standardization, facilitate the exchange of goods and services, and develop cooperation in technical and economic activities.
The ISO 9000 Series is a set of five separate but related international standards on quality management and quality assurance. They
are generic
not specific to any particular products, but they can be
used by both manufacturing and service industries. These standards
countries.

member body

—

—

—

were developed to effectively document, implement, and maintain the
quality system elements within a company.
In other sectors of agriculture and some sectors of horticulture,
there are similar quality-control standards that have to be met. However, to fill these voids in the Green Industry, quality control goals
should be broken down into groups (Nursery, Bedding Plant, Cut Flowers, Garden Centers, etc.). Within these groups, categories could include Plant Material, Shipping Standards, Pesticide Use, Marketing
(signs, etc.), or any number of other categories. This could improve
consumer confidence and result in higher per capita Green Industry
spending; this could open up doors for expansion of smaller and medium-sized operations; this could give more guidance to entrepreneurs
starting their own businesses. And a safer, cleaner, more efficient
working environment would help the overall business climate of the
Green Industry.
know you are probably saying, "Easier said than done. And how
are we going to get everyone to agree on what constitutes quality?"
And do you know what? You're absolutely correct in your analysis.
However, if we are going to keep horticulture on an upward trend, we
are going to have to pursue quality and standardization goals to make
ourselves more enticing to everyone from today's consumer to young
people thinking about starting a career.
On a per capita basis, our industry is growing, but we still do not
rank very high, especially if compared with the Green Industries in
other countries with similar economies. ISO certification takes time and
an investment in money, but a recent survey revealed that, although
initial investment is heavy, ISO-registered companies of all sizes
showed impressive annual savings from their improved quality and efI

INC.

Route 207, Box 143
Lebanon, CT 06249
|.P.

QUALITY CONTROL & STANDARDIZATION

NH 03872

SEACOAST SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY
40 Linden Street
Exeter, NH 03833

TYNGSBOROUGH GARDENS
PO Box 504
Tyngsborough, MA 01879

UNCLE TIMS TREE FARM
RR2, Box IC
Parker Street
Canaan, NH 03741
October & November 1995

ficiency.

Meeting guality goals may be challenging, but our industry can
meet the challenge.
For more information, Bob can be reached at 603-425-6563.

1

Tanglewood Gardens

pWANf

Growers of Fine Plants
424 State Route 101
Bedford, NH 03110-5029

i

603/472-3737

1/

k
^

& Retail

Wholesale
2 111"

^

•

Geraniums

• Fuchsias

QUALITY

New

England's Leading

Dracaenas • Vinca Vine
Ivy Geraniums

I

^

&

Poinsettias

•

Packet Seeds

•

Lawn Seed

•

Fertilizer

•

^

4 1/2"

/

-

Geraniums

\
^

& New Guinea

ALSO
Open seven days
Located on Rt.

^
*

1

1

:

1

a

week
ft West

(800)

326-HART

COURTEOUS SERVICE

The Chas.
RO.

C. Hart Seed Co.
BOX 9169

WETHERSFIELD, CT

000

1

of Weathervane Restaurant

>O^^[^*'0ur
Our

Grounds Maintenance Chemicals

1

FAST,

Over 100 Herb Varieties

^

Seed House

Line

Prefinished

Impatiens

f^

Full

(800)

061 29-01 69

326-HART

goal, quality

strength, our employees"

WINDING BROOK TURF FARM, '^'^
F(?R A

GREENHOUSE VEFIUULY

mm

240 Grijwold Rd
WeOurtfuU. CT 06109

Kauubu>ik.

ME 04043

VIEFEREUT CONTACT:

ELLIS B.SPRAGUE

OROHO.

-

QUAUTY BLUEGRASS

.

BLUEGRASS - FESCUE BLENDS

'

LOW MAINTENANCE BLENDS

.

PENNCROSS BENTGRASS

MAIWE
Outside

TEL: 207-866-7919
FAX: 207-866-4747

Fiber

a

CT J SOO-243-0232

Pavers
•KB
Ob) "IDEAL

HPIRnOIS
The P/antsman

—

NEW HAMPSHIRE NEW
New

For a Positive Start to
the New Year....

Service

Greenhouse Systems (AGS),
greenhouse construccompany based in Searsmont

Atlantic

For the third year

in

a row, a sue

two-day Christma;
tree pest managennent course wi
again be offered at Keene State College in Keene, New Hampshire. The
dates are January fourth and fifth.
This course is of value to anyone
beginner to experienced grower involved in the Christmas tree indus-

a full-service

cessful, intensive

tion

(mid-coast), Maine,

extend

Owner

—

Scheduled instructors include:

try.

Dr. )ohn

tural

Ahrens, Connecticut Agricul-

& Parks; Tom Durkis, NH Dept of
Ron Kelley, Vermont
Dept. of Forests & Parks; Dr. William

Agriculture;

Pennsylvania State UniverUNH Cooperative Extension; Dr. Stanley Swier,
UNH Cooperative Extension; |ohn
Turmel, Vermont Dept. of Agriculture; Ms. Nancy Wenner, PennsylvaIVlerrill,

sity; Dr.

Cheryl Smith,

Appropriate pesticide
VT,

Lath House

— Pleasant

View Gardens,

Summer
Tammy Hathaway)

site of this year's

{photo:

Meeting,

MA, CT, and

recertifica-

awarded from NH,
RI,

with special ar-

rangements for other states.
Course cost of $105 includes parking, breaks, reference materials, and
lunches for both days. Pre-registration is required. To reserve a space,
send a $25 (US funds) deposit made
out to "UNH Cooperative Extension"
to 33 West Street, Keene, NH 03431
Enrollment is limited.
For more information, contact
Marshall Patmos at 603-352-4550.

New Product
(from GMPro, )une, 1995)

David Murray, founder and owner of
TAK Equipment, Inc., and vice-president of Murray Farms Greenhouse,
Inc., in Penacook, NH, has designed
an aluminum trough subirrigation
system that accommodates 1020
flats. He trialed his system at ten
growing operations in the Northeast
this spring, furnishing the participat-

ing growers with equipment and
The trials appear to have
worked out very successfully; official

guidelines.

results are being released.

October & November 1995

Will

Walton began

New
New

his craft

developed

a career in the field, establishing himself as a builder. His

came in
when he worked with
Inc., a Dutch com-

introduction to greenhouses

the early 1980s

TAK

already produces aluminum
trough systems for 3-to-8 1/2-inch pot-

Vanderhoeven,

ted crops.

he returned to Maine, he incorporated greenhouses into his construc-

Dave says he turned to subirrigation for three reasons: saving
time, protection the environment,
and creating a lasting impression

—

("Customers whether wholesale or
retail
are impressed when you stay
one step ahead or on the cutting

—

edge

nia State University

tion credits are

beginning to

as a carpenter while in college, then

Experiment Station; Ms. Bar-

bara Burns, Vermont Dept. of Forests

is

sevice area into
Hampshire and other parts of
England.
its

of technology").

For information: Dave Murray's at
Inc.,
River Road,
Penacook, NH 03303; the phone there

TAK Equipment,
is

I

1

1

603-753-8250; the FAX, 603-753-1156.

Liaison

Announced

pany, as a project supervisor.

When

tion business. After a four-year hiatus,

for

during which he was coordinator
an agriculltural development

he returned to private enterand began AGM in 1992.

project,

prise

Small (owner Walton and two fulltime employees), but growing. AMS
offers "construction, renovation,

and

repair capability, and work with any

and

all types of structures, glazing
systems,
and
equipment.
Our
projects range in size from small repairs or modifications to turnkey fa-

with most falling somewhere
between." Something for every-

cilities,

Nancy Adams, Agricultural Educator,
Rockingham County, has been asked
to be an official liaison between the
New Hampshire Plant Growers Association and the Cooperative Exten-

in

one.
For more, 207-342-5351.

Showtime

'96

sion.
It's

felt

that separate unrelated

programs were counterproductive
and that, in this period of both expanded access to information and
diminishing resources, a more coordinated focus would be a more effi-

The theme

of the 1996 Farm & Forbe held at the
Center of New Hampshire Holiday
Inn & Convention Center in Manchester on lanuary 26-27, is "Regard-

est Exposition, to

ing Sustainable Agriculture: Preserv-

cient use of both organizations' re-

ing our

sources and a better service to the
Green Industry in New Hampshire.
Immediate goals include coordinating events sponsored by both organizations and publicizing these in
the newsletters of both as well.
We look forward to working with
Nancy. Members with ideas and
suggestions can contact any board

Generations."

members (phone numbers on page
seven) or Nancy

at

603-679-5616.

Farms and Forests

for

Future

and a day shorter this
year (because of the primary, the
hotel is "booked for media"), but
the same variety of displays, meetings, and talks is being organized.
For information, contact Mary Ellen
Pitman on Wednesdays at 603-271It's

3788.

earlier

:

Plant pests can

be c^n&oUed

If

you want more detaik on the how-to, please
call

catalog

/

You'll receive

technical manual for

Tlie

f

i

/QUALin:
'

a

line.

1

SELECTION
',& SERVICE"

biologicall

or drop us a

>

give us

an informative

FREE

Green Spot, Department of Bio-Ingenuity
93 Priest Road, Barrington, NH 03825
603-942-8925

Vide selection. Fast,

relialile

service Exemplary technical support

Low

prices

Let Rough Brothers'
expertise turn your
greenhouse into a

powerhouse—for
Call the experts at

Rough Brothers

Northern Grown

profits.

for information

Irees Evergreens Shrubs

and

technical assistance on these quality products.

Mon-Sat 7:00 -5:30 Sun: 9:00
Manufacturers
• WfiiteHouse

-

5:00

of;

•

The

•

Harvest House

O'DONAL'S

International

• The '2100' gutter-connected house
• Free-standing poly arch houses
•

Techlite glazing

•
•

Ro-Flo benches

Ebb &

Flo

benches

Distributors of
•
•
•

Alcoa Aluminum Fin Heating
Heating and ventilating equipment
Maintenance supplies, glass, parts

...and

P.O.

NURSERIES

more

Rough Brothers
Box 16010, Cincinnati, Ohio 45216

rmn
ROUGH
BROTHERS

1

•BOO/543-7351

Located

at

junction of routes 22

& 114

Goikm, Maine 04038
Phone (207) 839-4262 or 839-6364
Fax 207-839-2290

We

specialize in growing

spedmen

plant materials.

ELSEWHERE
Around New England...
New

Publication

and

Planting

Maintaining

A Guide

Landscape:

for

Sustainable

Public Officials

and the Green \ndustry. developed by
a

group of faculty and specialists of

the University of IVlassachusetts Extension,

is

newly available.
re-

search-based information on fertilizers and fertilizing trees, shrubs, and
lawns; the fate of pesticides applied
to lawns; and a review of lo-mainte-

nance trees, shrubs, and

turf grass

species. Also included are in-depth

reviews of proper planting and maintenance of trees and shrubs, public
tree planting, integrated pest

man-

agement, and coastal landscaping, as
well as a

comprehensive

ommended

list

of rec-

plants for a variety of lo-

cations.

chusetts.

New Management
lohn Bragg, Executive Secretary of
the Massachusetts Nursery & Landscape Association resigned his position this

Maine

summer

to

move

north to

business
formerly operated by his wife's family. His position at MNLA is being
filled by Rena Sumner. For informato run a real estate

about MNLA and its activities,
you can write Rena at PO Box 387,
Conway, MA 01431, or call her at
tion

413-369-4731.

We

Achievement Award went
Elmer Brown, The EC Brown

ticultural

Nursery, Thetford.

The VAPH Student Award went to
Fred Smith, Ir of Norwich He's been
attending UVM part-time while running Fred Smith's Lawn Service, a
complete landscape and maintenance
,

wish both |ohn and Rena the

best of luck

in their

new

situations.

Vermont Awards
The NENA Young Nurseryman of the
Year is V.]. Comai, The South Forty

October & November 1995

some

Currently

federal regulations

apply to all commercial vehicles
weighing more than 10,000 pounds,
while other rules apply only to vehicles weighing over 26,000 pounds.
The resulting patchwork of reporting
and recordkeeping requirements is
seen as both confusing and costly to
light- and medium-duty service and
delivery vehicle operators, such as
growers, landscape contractors, and

The VAPH Environmental Awareness Award, given to "an individual
implemented unique
contribute to the
protection of the environment," went
to |im & Mary Musty, j.M. Landscapor firm that has

practices which

Bradford, VT.

Congratulations.

VAPH

is also pleased to announce
its Fall Meeting
(Vermont Technical College, Randolph, on November 7) will be
James Urban of Urban & Associates
of Annapolis, Maryland. Mr. Urban
will lead an all-day workshop entitled "Trees in the Urban Land-

that the speaker at

scape: Design Solutions to Difficult
Situations."

Mr. Urban's visit has been jointly
sponsored by several groups and his
one for Vermont, has provoked a great deal of

President

BOB DEMERS, )R.
Demers Nursery & Garden
Center
656 South Mammoth Road
Manchester, NH 03103
625-8298
Secretary

I

Treasurer

CHRISTOPHER ROBARGE

UNH

/

TSAS

Manager
Durham, NH 03824

Horticultural Facilities

862-1074
Directors

KENNETH GOSSELIN
207 Cranwell Drive
Manchester, NH 03109
627-6599

TAMMY HATHAWAY

topic, a less-than-usual

61

interest.

Stratham, NH 03885
778-3912

Preregistration

is

not a require-

ment (although without
not get lunch). For more

ANN HILTON

you may

Gateway Gardens
430 Loudon Road
Concord, NH 03301
229-0655

it,

contact lane Wilkening via VAPH's
new address (PO Box 64878,
Burlington 05406) or phone number

HENRY HUNTINGTON
Pleasant View Gardens
RFD #3, PO Box 3701

(802-253-2350).

Pittsfield,

Motor Vehicle
AAN

Update, |uly 24, 1995).

AAN announces

17

that Rep. Bill Zeliff

(R-NH) has introduced legislation
(H.R 1885) to clearly define federal
regulatory policy for commercial
tor vehicle standards

NH

03263

435-8361

Legislation
(from

Squamscott Road

information,

Nursery, Shelburne, VT. This annual

award, sponsored by the New England Nurserymen's Association, is
given to an individual in the horticulture industry who has not reached
35 years of age, is involved in his/
her state and/or regional association,

pounds (Gross Vehicle Weight
Rating—GVWR).
26,001

ASSOCIATION OFFICERS

service.

ing,

To order, send check or money
order to Bulletin Center, Cottage A,
Thatcher way. University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003. The
price is $7.50 a copy. Make checks
payable to the University of Massa-

NEW

THE

has contributed to the growth and
success of their company, and has
given a positive image to the public
of what our products and services
can do for them.
The Vermont Association of Professional Horticulturists (VAPH) Horto

The guide contains current,

IN

mo-

by standardizing the weight threshold level at

ROBERT RIMOL
Wyndmere Drive

Londonderry, NH 03053
603-425-6563

PETER VAN BERKUM
4

fames Road

Deerfield,

NH

463-7663

03037
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Bedding Plant
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FOR THE LATEST QUALTTY TURF BLENDS

_-

•: -r-e

_=rt-s

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-SS&-6&8S

£2ijmmm
PRUNERS

LADDERS

^~-'''

Commercial Buildings
Centers. Wetland Stabilization.

Atn^etjc F»elds. Parks.

3:::.-5rs S:-::s Garden

''-=

'^^

™^

SPRAYERS

turf PROFESSfOHAL FOR 25 YEAR:

EORKLIETS

PUMPS

ROUTE 116. P.O. BOX 340
CONWAY. M^ 01341
415-369-4335

For ftieodly. Conrteoos. EffirieM. Tecbmca] Service

CAJ.L

HOSE

US AT 1-800-6^4-5557 FOR INFORMATION AND CATALOGS

TANKS

REELS

.MOWERS
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1

LAN NURSERIES
259 CoUcge Street, Magog JIX 2K4
Phone & FAX: (819) 843-5071

is ownc<d by a group
of Quebec growers
in order to present
a large variety

Lan

CONTROL WHITEFLIES TWO WAYS
Encarsiaformosa: a greenhouse wtiMf >
1

000

treats

1

000

sq-

fi.

I

r:?^ ,ri«s=

vu*.

of harciy flowering shrubs
and perennials showing

Grea pre%en£h e

parasite

THE NORTHERN BEAUTY

,-

Onh S8^ per 1000' ,r^

s : <

Z)e^/u2S]Z<^pusz2Zus; this predattxy beede stacks nxst cxxninoa whitefl>

\^eties Great

for Hot-SpotS-

100 treats 1000 sq.

ft.

(wis 2-3 idoss).

Dogwood

Sl^ per 100" ^^ n^x

Onh

-

ForsYthia -Hydrangea

Honeysuckle

603-823-8500

-

Potentilla -

Spirea
•SAIi BUCES APPLY »TT« MEXTIO. Of
CKOEiL PRICES

THS AD MO

- Ninebark
Rugosa Rose

Lilacs
-

Viburnum
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Sumac
-
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Wholesale

.Go,

Gold St2r Wbeiesale

Siurn^^fil^

SOO FARM i

Nnism

is

a tanfly

have bees oftismg the fa"-" wholesale pianrino
tiinxigfaoai tbe

us apart

N£.

area

owned bcsasss. Sines 1952 we

man-mk

[o

landscase

akng wufa the one eianau iJBt tniiy ses

Lum ifae cfinnifTifioD—service.
Gold Star ^-ekomes yoDr anments aod SDggesdoos.

NU.i^Sn'. IfC

.Vlai:e

ns

yoa ooe -stop

for the best in wiiolesale landscape sappiies.

Canterbun, -New Hampshire 03224 Exit

18, 1-93. 1/2

Id: 800-287-4716

HARRY STDLLER &
109-113 Essex

St., Haverhill,

We cater to the small and medium size nursery in
1.

New heavy grade domestic

2.

untreated & no-rot-treated
Open burlap bags

3.

New windbreak burlap

4.

Balling

bags

OaoberS .November

1995

CO.,

Inc.

Mass. 01830, (508) 373-6838, (800) 322-0332

burlap sqs.

5.

any quantity desired:

Wire baskets

6.

Flat-folded burlap basket liners

7.

Truck covers

a
9.

Sisal twine

& pdy twine

Woven polypropylene

sqs.

BvchicehecMierlaum,
gardens, trees afid^mbs
uMiAllGnf'^'c(mposL
I

I

I

Increase nutrient and water retention.

Provide natural fertilization for long
term growth.
Increase organic matter to reduce

compaction and erosiott.
I

Provide slow release of
nitrogen arui trace minerals.

I

Prevent turf diseases from
forming.

I

Improve soil aeration and consistant root development.

I

Be assured that it is a weed free product
Save money over using topsails, peatmoss and manures.

.The Compost Company

AUGro Inc., Liberty Lane, Hampton,
800.662.2440

NH 03842

Insurance Problems?

Pr

h1Bm

WitX a jaderloon Greenhouse,

'

Your Insurance Comes Built-in
Jaderloon's Gutter Connect Greenhouses have the leading
structural & polyethylene gutter design in the industry
•

All

aluminum extruded gutter provloes
life compared

Jaderloon's Quonset Greenhouses

practically unlimited
to

galvanized gutters

Unique structural design of the gutter gives
I-beam type support for extra strength
Deadmen bracing provide extra wind &

snow

•

Quonsets have a truss with every
bow, providing superior strength over
other types of greenhouse structures.

•

Unique system of cross connectors
maintains 100% of structured integrity. Most other greenhouse companies

load

Kwic-Klip^" polyethylene film fastening

system

is

extruded as an integral part

gutters providing watertight seal
efficient installation of poly

bolt their purlins to the bows resulting
in a 25% loss of strength where the

into

connection occurs

and

coverings

•

FYee-standing greenhouses include
2x4 enduiall brackets, a tremendously
helpful feature in framing out your

endwalls

QQllied

QyalllyGreEnliDUSES&Eqmpnienl
Contact Your Northeast Product Specialist:
BobRimol 1-800-258-7171 -1-603-425-6563

Dwarf Perennials
Dana M. Sansom

Before

the beginning of each semester,

office.

I

put

all

folders into the

and

I

clean

the papers into folders and
file

cabinet.

My

floor gets

all

my
the

washed

like someone with good organizaworked there. Anyone who has seen my
around mid-semester will know what a falsehood

almost looks

it

tional skills
office
this

It

is.

effect

goes from those neat files to a kind of blender
skewed, running together in general
mess particularly bothersome, so it

— everything

chaos.

I

don't find this

me that need such order in my gardens.
There are gardens in which every plant or group has
its own space and each individual plant is orderly and neat; in other gardens, groups combine and
flow together and plants are scattered throughout and
not in group formation.
When first started designing gardens, everything
had to be like the first type Each plant had to be
spaced correctly and there had to be extra spacing between groups. The plants themselves had to be orderly
didn't use plants that flopped or spread or needed to
be staked and started buying all sorts of compact plants
to use in my gardens.
became a dwarf perennial faalways surprises

I

to have

1

I

I

natic.

Since then, I've seen many gardens and
methods can be successful But my love
rennials has remained and

my

I'd like

realized both
for

dwarf pe-

to discuss a few of

favorites.

Before
do, there are a lot of terms we hear used for
dwarf plants, including "rock garden plants," "compact or
dwarf perennials," "alpine plants," and "saxatiles" and
would like to clarify these terms.
A "rock garden plant" is any plant that will thrive in a
rock garden situation. "Rock garden" is a very loose
term and is really any garden in which plants are grown
among rocks. A rock garden can be an area of natural
rock outcroppings; it can be a person-made garden with
rocks such as tufa that are brought in and used with a
gravel mulch, or it can be a stone wall with plants growing in it. It can be a trough garden (a trough being a cement or stone basin that is used for growing alpine or
other dwarf plants). Leo Blanchette of Blanchette Gardens, Carlisle, MA, custom-makes these troughs, or you
can make them yourself the Burpee American Gardening
Series has an excellent book on rock gardening and in it
is a recipe for making toughs adapted from one from
the American Rock Garden Society. Its only drawback is
that it tells you to cure the trough for three months and
don't know about you, but I'm not sure
have that
I

I

—

I

I

much

patience!

A rock garden can be
October S November 1995

be made of any combination of trees, shrubs, ground
covers, and herbaceous plants or just one of these
groups Most of the time,
rocky

the sun or the shade.

It

can

in full

sun

in

well-drained

seen some wonderful rock gardens in my travels.
In Toronto, Canada, Hillside Gardens was an amazing
rock garden encompassing many acres. It's a beautiful
combination of conifers and deciduous trees, sweeps of
perennials and masses of annuals, all situated among
massive outcroppings rising above the pond at the base
of the hill. Garden in the Woods in Framingham. Massachusetts, has a small rock garden of good quality using
mostly perennials. Smith College, in Northampton, Massachusetts, has an excellent combination garden that includes some incredible troughs, filled with three-inch
birches and elms, two-inch Cfiamaecyparis, and exceptional alpine perennials.

As time has gone by, homes and gardens have gotten
due to the price of labor and the economy.
most people have less time for gardening. Therefore, plants which are more compact and easier to maintain have become popular In the last ten years, breeders have introduced many compact |or dwarf) perennials.
Many of these do well in rock garden situations, but
they are not necessarily rock garden plants and usually
do well in the conditions that their larger parents did.
They are used for rock gardens, along the front of a border, as accent plants, as ground covers
in many ways.
There's always a space for one of these.
An alpine plant "is a plant that comes from tree line
at high elevations. They're adapted to cool summer temperatures, a short growing season, and continuous snow
cover all winter." These are used in rock gardens, but
smaller,
Also,

—

many

of

them

are difficult to grow, especially

in

hot

ar-

eas.

A

saxatile plant "grows

among

mounThese are
more adaptmore commonly used in
rocks, usually in

tain areas, but not necessarily alpine areas

many times

"

sold as alpine plants, but are

able and easier to grow and are
rock gardens.

budding interest in alpines and
been on dwarf perennials,
which use in both rock garden and border situations.
There are so many wonderful plants that it's hard to pick
a favorite. However, Aruncus aethusifolius does come to
mind. What a beautiful plant this is. It has a mounded
form growing only 8-to-I 2-inches (as opposed to Aruncus
have one planted in
dioicus, which grows to 4-to-6-feet)
Although

saxatiles,

1

have

my main

a

focus has

1

1

seasons.

Its

my

walk and it is enjoyable in all
flowers are small, dense, white spikes and

front of a rock next to
in

it's

soil.

I've

.

Distributor of:
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Tree

Saver

Tree Staking System
staking system that solves

Finally, a

Supplying Nursery stock for
Landscape contractors & Garden centers

from many excellent growers
Call us to Discuss Your Needs
Mdndoe Falls, VT 05050
P.O. Box 64

o

ail

your staking problems.

Quick to
Tel.

Safe for Tree

Reliable

Safe

Cost-effective

Install

FAX 802-633-2349

800-639-1722

SPECIALIZING IN
Heath. .Heather. .Bearberry.
.

.

.

Herbs... Seashore Plants...
also,

aJuR

line of quality

1028 Horseneck Boad
Westport,
02790
508-636-5615

nursery stock

ISSIKI

MA

The Mom You Grow, The Moie You Know.
W%-e

Jr^^Ortk CUSt NUrSety. IltC.

m

been
ttis business a long ume. We taow our
i
It dosen t make a difference of the
f-\^ '--v
time of year or the size of the projecL Northeast Nursery covers it t "^5*t-»
alL With the widest selection in wholesale plant materials and
landscape supplies in all of New England its no wonder many
I
•—^^1
consider Northeast Nursery the best One-Stop shqsping for all
your landscape and green suppUes.

casuxna s needs and demands.

^^'l

;;f_^

& Landscape Supplies
Cf^^^f x>,
c,^,,»k
itreei,
Kt. i1 iOUm

Supplying Fine Plant Material
u,,..,,
INeWDUry
~^^ m^„

t2/i

--^

Tel. (508)

WHOLESALE
NURSERY
TREES

•

EVERGREENS • SHRUBS

150 acres of

quality plants

Write for catalog

Member: MNA,

NENA

Millers Falls Road, Turners Falls.

Telephone 413- 863-2510

S

.tewarts

MA 01376

MA

Pcabody,
1 960
Fax (508) 535-5247

535-6550

NURSERY, Inc

—
its

foliage

ferny.

is

It

has great

fall

color, with reds, or-

on one plant. Its a good plant for
sales or landscape use because its hardy, reliable,

anges, and yellows
retail

all

and almost maintenance-free.
Allium senescens glaucum is an unusual allium which has
been introduced into New Hampshire by van Berkum
Nursery in Deerfield. Its grown and sold as a perennial
although it does have a dense
rather than as a bulb
mat of bulbous roots. It is excellent in a rock garden or
cracks and crevices because it does well in full sun and

S BEEN MUCH SAID RECENTLY ABOUT the
merits of compost in a soil mix. The primary purposes of a mix for container-grown plants are air

THERE

—

,

and support.
tires

well-drained soil. It's called Circle Chives' or 'Twisted
Onion' because its 4-to-6-inch blue-green leaves twist
and it grows in a circular form. have it in a small area
between a rock outcropping and my walk and it works
well there because it's a slow grower. It's also valuable
for its late-blooming lilac-pink flowers in August and
re delicate

Astilbe simpkifolias

are also notable. Astilbe

—

—

spot.

There are many compact geraniums worth growing
two of these are P. cinereum 'Ballerina' and P. dalmaticum.
Aquilegia flabellata 'Mini Star' is an excellent six-to-eightinch violet columbine; Arabis sturri Dwarf watercress),
with its tight green foliage and white flowers in May. is a
rock garden staple ..the list goes on and on...
Leo Blanchette has one of the best selections of
these plants nearby and it's very worthwhile to go down
and see his gardens. And van Berkum Nursery has many
compact plant varieties and some great display gardens.
Trying some of these compact plants is worthwhile
both as items in a retail garden center and in landscape
use. Retail customers think they are "cute" and they
make good finish plants for landscape jobs. Happy plant
an associate professor

The problem is that compost can be unreliable.
The fewer variables one has in production, the
it is to produce a consistent product. Whatever benefits compost has can be overshadowed
by the risks. If yon decide to pursue plans to use
compost as a major component in your mix. Id
recommend trying it out over a period of time and
in a variety of situations in order to get a realistic
easier

of horticulture at the Ifi-

evalaation.

ompson School of Applied Science at UNH. Durham. She can be
reached at 603-862-1036 Anyone who is interested in rock gar-

]im Zablocki. Territory Manager. The Scotls ComptHif.

dens or rock garden plants should consider joining :he American
Rock Garden Society. PO Box 67. Mil/woo*/. NT 10546.

Laughton's
Inc
\^t:nit:t inc.
Caiter

Garden
Kjuriu:n

Northeast, can be reached at 603-224-5583

nxt^sery stock

•

annt.us

perenxl^i^
fertilizers

•

lxsecticides

Col Laughton, florist
Distributors ofyurszery Overwintering Blankets

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL NURSERY
Tel I -800-633-01 59
155-165 Princeton Blvd.
No. Chdmsford, .\LA 01863
Oaober

£-

November

1995

—

plant growth.

hunting.
is

—

—

i

Dana Sansom

—

—

simpicifolia

was the Perennial Plant Association's 1994 Plant
and for good reasons; a 12-15-inch compact
of the Year
growth habit, bronze foliage, and pale pink flower
spikes. "William Buchanan' was one of my first simpicifolias
and with glossy foliage and 8-inch growth habit one of
my favorites. It's good for a small garden or close-up
viewing and its white flowers help brighten up a shady
'Sprite

—

Virtually any media
bark. sand, old
support a plant; air becomes the limit-

—

and long-

lasting.

The

will

The most desirable amount of air space for root
development is 13-18 percent. Anything less than
this severely restricts growth. Not only does root
development suffer; so does the actual plant.
Compost like soil has a very high water-holding capacity. It can fill the air pockets the same
way field soil does in a container.
A rooted cutting or seedling will actually develop more slowly and may never compare to
one planted in a conventional soilless mix. Also, if
the plant remains in the container for more than a
few months, the mix in which it s growing may begin to collapse or degrade. This is why sphagnum
peat. bark. sand, vermiculite. and perlite are primary amendments; they are very stable.
There can be other problems. When porosity
decreases water-holding capacity increases, making a perfect environment for disease. Some composts, because they are not sterile, contain pathogens or weed seed. Some composts especially
those containing grass clippings have a pH too
high for most needs. The most serious problem
can be the high levels of micronutrients. Sometimes these are toxic; sometimes, they create an
imbalance that affects other nutrients needed for

I

September. Not spectacular, they

—

ing factor.

The
supplier of choice

^

for the Northeast.

GRIFFIN
GREENHOUSE & NURSERY SUPPLIES
MASSACHUSETTS-NEW YORK«MAINE»CONNECTICUT
CALL 508-851-4346.

mi

:l&
Wholesalers & Retailers

'Poinsettias

'Potted Plants

'Annuals

'Seasonal Crops

•

Perennials

'Supplies

our 12 Greenhouses & Garden Center
Claremont Hill, Newport, New Hampshire
(603)863-1089

Visit

OPEN YEAR ROUND

Each
&

ers,

would pass a horse-drawn milk wagon making

supply wagons. With expensive gasoline

ever possible.

CONTRAST

producer

cut

of

orchids,

tfiis

&

its

farm machinery,

it

daHi) rounds. ...Horses are also used to pull plows, grain harvest-

makes economic sense

&

lilies

gerberas

had

rolling

can be one of the most exhilarating, frustratand exhausting experiences possible.
was reminded of this once again when traveled
recently
for
a six-month work assignment.
to Poland
IVly trip to Poland was coordinated by USDA Cooperative Extension in Washington,
D.C., and funded through U.S. Aid for
International Development (US AID).
Officially called the "Polish-American
ing, exciting,

I

I

automatic

benches,

Travel

Extension Project" or PAEP, its

a

four-year effort to assist the Polish
Extension Service in working within

it

has

di-

scope, reaching into areas such as personnel
management and leadership development. When the

verse

in its

project ends

in

December,

Extension personnel
Polish provinces

will

1995, approximately 50 U.S.
have worked in most of the 47

Each PAEP team sent to

a specific province consists
economics
Extension
educator, like myself.
and a county-based
During the six-month period, my co-worker, Verne House
from Clemson University, and worked directly with the
Cooperative Extension director and his staff in the province of Czestochowa. Fortunately, the project provided

of an U.S. Extension specialist in agricultural

1

us with two full-time translators,

and cars.
Car travel

in a foreign

proposition.

My second day

computer equipment,

country is always a dangerous
during our orientation inlesson around the busy Warsaw city
streets. Heads kept swiveling as we narrowly avoided
crisscrossing tram buses, wild rotary circles, and oddly
felt fortunate to escape after
positioned traffic lights.
six months with only one accident and no bruises. Even
Boston traffic seems tame in comparison!
Agriculture continues to play a key role in the politics

cluded

a driving

I

and culture

of Poland. While

we

think of

Communist

ag-

80%
of Polish farmland has always remained in private ownership. These small, family-owned operations form the
backbone of Polish agriculture
Visits to Polish farms and rural communities offer interesting glimpses into centuries-old traditions. Draft
horses are still a primary source of agricultural power for
would pass a
much of the country. Each morning,
horse-drawn milk wagon making its daily rounds. Since
many farms only have 1-3 milking cows, large refrigerriculture as large, cooperative state-run farms, over

1

ated milk-collection tankers are not practical. Horses are
also used to pull plows, grain harvesters, and supply
wagons. With expensive gasoline and farm machinery, it
makes economic sense for small farms to utilize horse

Octobers November 1995

to utilize

horse power

cultural techniques.

& modern

when

One greenhouse

watering

equipment.

power whenever possible. Their long-term economic vihowever, remains in question as the country
struggles with a global marketplace.

Contrast this with other farms which operate using the
latest

equipment and

land,

mented
bank

loans,

farming today
tage

cultural techniques.

will

One green-

house producer of cut orchids, lilies,
and gerberas had rolling benches, automatic curtains, and modern watering
equipment. Frequent trips to The
Netherlands and Denmark keep her
abreast of new developments in
greenhouse production. She com-

Nancy Adams

become much more

&

ability,

POLAND

market-driven economic principles
practices. In reality,

small farms

curtains

Glimpses of

and

for

with other farms which operate using the latest equipment

in

that at today's prices for fuel,

and labor, she could not afford

to start

Poland. She feels her economic advan-

allow her to remain competitive into the future.

Agricultural communities have been at the center of
economic policy. When urban factories
and businesses closed, rural areas absorbed these displaced workers and offered them a safe haven with extended family. The government now faces the difficult
challenge of trying to encourage rural economic development to maintain and support this population, much of
which is unemployed. They fear that a widespread exodus to cities will create many of the same urban prob-

federal domestic

lems currently experienced in inner-city America.
One key impediment to economic development is inadequate infrastructure. For decades, central government
controlled the distribution and price of agricultural
goods and services. Now that this structure no longer exists, agricultural businesses are having difficulty finding
markets, moving goods to market, and pricing goods. The
concept of a middleman or broker for goods is just now being better understood and accepted. Sound familiar?
There is no doubt in my mind that Poland will prosper in the coming years. Their historical position as a
net exporter of food remains intact. The sense of entrepreneurship is alive and well. The younger generation is
looking forward to an exciting future in the free world.
And the government is striving to maintain a balance
between reform and stability. Overall, a very positive
picture is taking shape around harsh economic and social realities.

For those

United

States,

who have never traveled outside the
would highly recommend a trip
I

"abroad". It will help sharpen your senses, encourage
you to rethink your biases, improve your mental
flexibility. ...or perhaps break it, and renew your appreciation for America. You know, we really do live in the
land of opportunity.

Nancy hdams is UNH Cooperalive Educalwn
tor, Rockingham County. Ske can be reached

Agricultural Educaat

603-679-5616.
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Perennial plants

& Herbs
31/2"

DEEP) POT

(4-

18 per tray

Wholesale programs tailored to

fit

your needs.

Promotional materials

Co-Operative Advertising Allowance Programs

CALL TODAY For a color brochure or
to

TEL.

have a representative contact you.
(603) 964-1115

^ FAX

(603) 964-7292

Greenhouses
171,

GRAND RANG

ST-HYACINTHE, P.Q.

HIGHWAY #20.

Phone:

1

•

ST-THOMAS-DAQUIN

CANADA

EXIT 123

800 565-PION

Phone: (514) 796-3193

•

Fax: (514) 796-2121

75 CHESTNUT HILL, RTE 190
STAFFORD SPRINGS, CT 06076

MICHAUD
&

H. MILIKOWSKI, INC.
GREENHOUSE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT

W.

Nurseries
Route

Greenhouses, Inc.
PO Box 334, Exeter, NH 03833

85,

PLANTS BULBS SEEDS
ALL

YOUR GREENHOUSE NEEDS

(603) 772-3698

Wholesale

&

Retail

Annuals, Perennials, Nursery Stock,
Landscape Supplies

Since 1890

^

all your needs:

•AulMS
• Seeds

P.O.

• Foliage

& Ferns

. Potting

MIxe.

• Container
• Greenhouses
•

Gefaniunw&Mums

• Perennials

Bo

GROW WITH US
Conn. 203-684-5811

Out of State 800-243-7170

—
WILL

IT

SHARE THE FATE OF THE AMERICAN CHESTNUT?

THE FUTURE OF BUTTERNUT
Mary

Torcello

TRADITIONALLV,

BUTTERNUT

WAS PLANTED ON
FARMS &
it

IN

YARDS...

remember when..." is a phase often heard
when talking with people about trees such

I

as American chestnut and American elm, two
species devastated by disease. Recently,
have

THE NUTS WERE
USED FOR FOOD,

THE HUSKS FOR

1

heard that same phase used
sent a

chill

down my

spine.

for butternut.

A disease

is

attack-

ing butternut throughout its native range.
Records have shown that tree numbers have
been declining over the last 25 years, but many
people believe that there is st
time to fight

back.

Butternut (\uglans
walnut,

is

not a

cinerea], a

common

cousin to black
In the forest,

species.

CLOTH DYES,

It

& THE

in landscape settings, actions can be taken to
help an infected tree. Watering the tree in
times of drought and preventing wounds with
yard equipment can decrease stressful situa-

tions for the tree.

ommended

WOOD

FOR FURNITURE &

is

rec-

if the trees pose a hazard to
and/or property.

gus), especially
life

CABINETRY...
it

Removing dead trees

(they act as reservoirs for the fun-

The

visual impact of losing butternut
not as impressive as that caused by

was a favorite

trees

MATERIAL OF

the decline of the American chestnut from the

WOOD CARVERS
PROVIDES

&

is

chestnut blight fungus. American chestnut was
found in great numbers in hardwood stands

almost never grow in pure
across the East, while butternut is typically an
EXCELLENT
cannot grow in shaded condiuncommon species across its range. Unlike the
WILDLIFE FOOD...
infectioned American chestnut, infected butterin the forest canopy
to naturally regenerate. Most often, butternut
nut trees may take a number of years to die
can easily be found growing in bottomlands
and some trees can survive infections. Howalong stream banks and fields of rich loamy soils
ever, given naturally low populations of butterTraditionally, butternut was planted on farms
nut in the forest, there is concern about maintaining a genetically viable population. Wisconand in yards because of its usefulness. The nuts
were used for food, the husks for cloth dyes,
sin and Michigan report significant numbers of
live butternut are decreasing.
and the wood for furniture and cabinetry. Also,
Currently butternut is listed as a Federal Catit was a favorite material of wood carvers. In addition to being a valuable commodity, butternut
egory 2 Candidate on the Endangered and Threatprovides excellent wildlife food and is an imporened Plants list. In this category, species in question
tant biological component of our forest.
have some evidence of vulnerability. Collecting
What is this culprit that is placing our native
more information on the status of butternut
would help to determine if it is truly a threatbutternut in jeopardy? It is a non-native fungus
{Sirococcus clavigignenti-juglandacearum) called the "Butened species under the Endangered Species Act.
ternut Canker" whose exact origin is unknown. It was first
A 'Butternut Coalition" of state and federal governreported in Wisconsin in the 1960s. Today, infected trees
ment agencies, conservation organizations and concerned
individuals now meet to discuss the conservation of butare found from Maine to Minnesota, and south to the
Carolinas and Arkansas.
ternut. These groups bring together the most current
The fungus causes multiple branch and stem cankers knowledge about butternut and the disease. Current efthat eventually girdle the tree. Canker infections start
forts focus on conservation and the propagation of gethrough leaf scars and buds, open bark fissures, and
netically disease-resistant trees.
wounds. Cankers on branches cause sunken discolored
But it is difficult to tell genetically resistant trees
from ones that are not Timber harvesting guidelines are
areas that are usually elliptical in shape. On the tree
stem, the canker can cause a patch of black liquid ooze
available which target salvaging dead and heavily inin springtime that later becomes sooty in appearance.
fected trees (non-resistant to the fungus), and saving
Under the stained bark is the dark ellipsoid canker It's possible disease-resistant butternut in the forest. In
common to find cankers at the base of trees and on ex- 1992, Minnesota placed a moratorium on the harvest of
posed roots. In some cases, infections can weaken the healthy butternut within the state. In 1993, the USDA
tree enough to make it susceptible to other problems,
Forest Service placed a similar harvesting restriction on
which in turn add to the demise of the tree. Sections of
the National Forests. The trees that remain may then be
the tree crown can die back (however, this symptom can
candidates for collection of their genetic material
be caused by other factors).
Candidate trees for retention need to be healthy in
There is no known control for this disease. However appearance and free of cankers or have been able to
butternut trees

stands. Since
tions,

it

it

requires openings

October & November 1995

outgrow any infections. The trees must be within 100
feet of a known infected tree to have been adequately
exposed to the fungus. Collected material from candidate trees is deposited into "clone banks" (where the
material is grafted to walnut rootstock and planted back
into the field! to be used as a resource for resistance
testing. Several clone banks are located in New En-

Tips from the Griffin Guru

gland. Researchers continue to collect candidate butter-

nut material from

all

over

its

C.O.D. or Charge

natural range to preserve

It

a wide genetic base.

Another area of work includes cataloging insects

fre-

quently found on butternut and studying their role in
wounding trees and vectoring this disease among butternut populations. Also, researchers are developing

sil-

vicultural techniques to help regenerate butternut in

other scientists are hoping to develop
ways to quickly cultivate and propagate resistant varieties and to distribute adequate numbers of seedlings
across different ownerships. Currently butternut cultivars
the forest.

Still

are available, but their resistance

is

transaction.

uncertain.

the future hold for butternut? We won't
lose butternut completely, but the full impact of this
disease-tree relationship and its place in time is unknown. Many people are hopeful that this magnificent
species will not take its place in history next to Ameri-

What

FOR ONE REASON OR ANOTHER, MANY SMALL
to have an open charge account with their supplier.
As a supplier, we wish to accommodate those
of you who are part of this group. When time allows after your order has been rounded up,
priced, and any shortages noted, we place a
phone call to advise you of the amount of the

growers do not wish

The problem

will

—

can chestnut or American elm two trees that are "remembered" fondly by many people.

Mary Torsello is a forest patkologist at the USDA Forest
in Durham, NH. She can be reached at 603-868-7719.

Service

or not at

is

that should you be called

home when

away

the truck arrives, our driv-

ers are instructed not to leave the order.

A simple solution is to use either your Visa or
Mastercard when you place your order. Except in
the case of a controlled product such as a pesticide (which must be signed for), your order will
be left as scheduled.
Working with the customer is very important to
us.

Ernie's Greenhouse
107 WHITEHALL ROAD, ROCHESTER, NH 03868

T

TEL.

1

603-332-91 95

Wholesalers of Pre-finished Geraniums, Ivie Geraniums,
Fuchsias, Geranium Ivie, Vinca, Dracaena

he heart of our own rapidly expanding retail business is our lavish display of the best
geranium, ivie geranium and fuchsia varieties on the market today. Many of these are new Oglevee
varieties that clearly out-perform the old standbys. We dazzle our retail customers with color, growing
plants in all popular sizes, including spectacular big planters priced to sell in volume. Let us help
you increase your sales and profit by helping you custom design just such a sales program.
Available Varieties (Ogl = Oglevee patented)

ZONAL GERANIUM

rVIE

GERANIUM

FUCHSIAS

Kim, Red, Ogl
Sassy, Dk Red, Ogl
\'eronica. Rose. Ogl
Melody, Pink. Ogl
Pink Expectations, Ogl
Snow White. Ogl

Sybil

Holmes (rosebud pink)

Swingtime (red/white)
Dark Eyes (red/purple)
Blue Eyes (red/blue)

Amethyst

(violet)

Bluebeard (deep burgundy)
Beauty of Eastbourne (rose)
Simone. Red, Ogl
Nicole. Pink. Ogl
Minicascade (red)

.\urora (violet)

Starry Trail (purple/white)

Southgate (pink)
Pink Marshmallow

Beth, (light pink)
Additional varieties

may

be introduced.

10" pre-finished ivie geraniums

We

ship rooted cutting in

and fuchsias. We may

806 Pacts, 4 112", 6", 8" and 10" pre-finished zonal geraniums, and
groe some selected annuals in 806 pads (pre-finished).

also be able to custom

i

The Green Spot

-0^
THE APHID

A Day

the

in

Life...

I'm an aphid. Green Peach they call me. Its 8:15
am. For an hour now, I've been contentedly sucking away at the juices of the leaf upon which
sit. Ive stopped eating for the moment though.
hear this strange tapping sound on the leaf
above me. The smell of alarm is strong in the
air
a ladybug is about. It s making me nervous,
for the ants which protect me
for the mere
price of my honeydew are not to be found for
I

I

"The Qeranium

Specialists"

Wholesale Growers
Geraniums (year round)
Geraniums
1/2"
Ivy Geraniums & Fuchsia
2
Martha Washington Geraniums
Spring Hanging Baskets, Lilies/Bulbs
Azaleas, Cyclamen, Poinsettias, Foliage
2

1/2"

4" Pre-finished

JOHN B. CARPENTER, President
ROBERT J. CARPENTER. General Manager
603/659-3391

SOUTH MAIN STREET
NEWMARKET, NH 03857

220

—

—

—

the time being.

—

me and my

family alone
in grave danger.
can see the ladybug now. She jumped down
to our leaf from the one above. She's looking at
my sister. She takes her. My sister gives me one
last look. Her mouth forms an
O' of terror and
surprise. As fast as it began, its over.
just

It's

and
I

The ladybug pauses to lay some eggs, all the
while looking at my brother. A look of adoration?
think not.
begin to slip quietly away,
lust as
hear a
humming sound like rapidly beating wings. My
I

I

I

—

mother looks up and
follow her
shocked stare. What
see makes me stop in my
tracks, it's a parasitic wasp
not much bigger
than I, but deadly all the same. She's landed
next to Mom, but
can tell it s my younger
terrified

I

I

—

—

—

I

brother she wants. She gets him too. labbed him
with her ovipositor. Ouch! That must have hurt.

—

Oh, no I'm next! The ladybug and the wasp
are bickering over who will have me first. Much
to my dismay,
realize there's no place to ran,
no place to hide. Surely I'm a goner. Now reI

signed

accept my

to

fate,

turn

I

to

my

kiss

(expletive) good-bye.

Suddenly the leaf darkens. What's happening?

Newton Greenhouse
32

Amesbury Road, Newton,
'

NH 03858

603-382-5289

Night? No,

it's

suddenly covers

October & November 1995

shadow? A

hu-

is

belly-up; the wasp, an

I'm okay.

The spray doesn't bother me.

un-

Me?

I'm resis-

tant.

Aphid;
am invincible; am free to feed
another day. Man,
wish those ants would get
back here though.

am

I

I

I

Mike Ckerim, author
pomorphic drama,

is

of this short, off-season anthro-

from The Green Spot. Ltd.. a

Hampshire company supplying

New

biological pest control agents

and disease management supplies
nationwide He can be reached at 603-942-8925.

and

Licensed propagator
of Mikkelsen New Guinea Impatiens

a

sightly heap: neither any longer a threat.

1

from 3" to 10" pots
Holiday, bedding plants, & dish gardens
year round cut snaps.
cut tulips and iris in season,
gloxinias and African violets

it

all of us.

The ladybug

Quality Plants
green ana flowering

early. Is

still

man shadow? Yes — it's the grower! And he's got
It's my lucky day. The ladybug and
wasp see him too. They try to flee, but spray
the sprayer.

associated pest

—

a

MEMBER PROFILE
MERRYMEETING GARDEN CENTER
A Good

Spot; a Promising Venture

legend
SMITH was
ELMER
For
years — from the
a

thirty

time he moved up from
Massachusetts, Smitty ran a farm
stand near the corner of Route
and Depot Road, in New Durham.
He sold the crops he raised on the
ten acres there and on other fields
he farmed nearby.
In 1985, he sold the business
After two years as an organic farm,
it was sold to a heavy equipment
repair company which removed the
top soil near the building and replaced it with gravel. After that
company left, the place remained
1

1

vacant

Thompson School
asked

interested.

still

Durham. He
He was
He decided to
in

a lot of questions.

lease the property.
first projects were basic: to
heat the sales area, he installed
two mobile home heaters each
70,000 btus facing in opposite directions; he had a well dug, put in
a flush toilet; he rebuilt the remaining greenhouse a 20x24 wood
frame and glass house attached to

The

—

—

—

the back side of the salesroom.
April,

In

1994, without fanfare,

Garden

Center

business,

offering

Merrymeeting

opened

for

plants for Easter.

WHILE ALL THIS was going

on, Les

Turner was going by the old farm
stand every day on his drive to
work. Dean of Academic Affairs at
the Technical College in Laconia,
he was tiring of administration and
beginning to think about doing

something different. He began

as-

sessing the property's potential.
Nothing had been put into it for
forty years: there was no water, no
heat, no electricity, but the stubby
'L'-shaped red-clapboard structure a salesroom and a garage
was sound. The land now grown
up to weeds and brush didn't actually front Route II: the strip
along that road owned by the

—

—
—

By Mother's Day, he'd put up
what he calls the "high hoop
house" basically a 17x96 hoop
house from Ed Person (Ledgewood
Farms, Moultonboro), on a two-foot
perpendicular to Depot
high base
Road. He bought in bedding plants
and hanging baskets and sold

—

—

those in the front half while raising
a crop of tomatoes (mostly "wellknown outdoor types") in back
IT'S

the

A GOOD SPOT— Depot Road is
main road to Merrymeeting

summer commuThompson School, it was

less salt."

When delphiniums

som.
flower,

I

sell

are

in

delphiniums."

BY

lULY FIRST, the tomatoes
planted in the hoop house (black
plastic, drip irrigation) in mid-April

facing

20

— and

sells? "Whatever's in blos-

are producing and the emphasis
shifts toward the vegetables.

Les had never run a garden cenBut having made a career in
education, formal courses didn't intimidate him and he signed up for
a couple in floriculture at the

ter.

mall development
But the ten acres in-

strip

someday

the spring

in

What

At

ture

for

probably be

I

nity.

production.

sold

— would

mud

1

for its large

cluded an acre and a half of mature blueberry bushes and a small
pond around which Smitty had
been experimenting with cranberry

same person

—

Lake

suggested that he capitalize on the
location
to focus on the retail
side of things rather than the growing. This year, he had Ed Person
custom-design a second house
28x40 display house which was
built parallel to the road onto the
end of the sales area. Aluminum
frame and poly and twelve feet to
the ridge line, it's a spacious struc-

—

This arrangement of structures
creates a large 'U' with the open
end facing the street. This 'U' is
filled with display gardens. With
the exception of a 10x90 holding
bed alongside the hoop house,
most of the beds are gently
mounded, with no barriers to hold
the soil in place ("basically, it's
soil I brought from out back and
put on top of the gravel"), and
planted with perennials and small
trees. The path to the main door
goes through an arbor; a small lath
house (with a fiberglass covering
under which people can still do
potting when it rains) is another focal point
There's a practical side to all
this
Route
is higher than the
land around it and the beds act as
berms, diverting water coming from
the highway. Not a serious problem, but "it's nice to have less

—

—

generous aisles and
simple wooden benches but the
with

—

important feature

is

that the side

Depot Road

is

glass, creating

a

display window that catches the

attention of people driving by.

This year he's growing a full
house greenhouse as well as outdoor types; but they're growing too
well
the feed soaked up by the
dirt floor in the retail section combined with the compost he added
this year ("I should have had a soil
test taken") has produced tall

—
—

plants

— but

not a

lot of fruit.

He grows more tomatoes, along
with other vegetables (peppers like

competition, he says: planted close
together and without much feed,
they're heavy producers), on two
acres outside, using black plastic
The Plantsman

—

MEMBER PROFILE
and rotary sprinklers. Deer haven't
been a problem since he put up
an unobtrusive high-voltage electrical fence (from the Gallagher Company in New Zealand) to which he
attaches strips of aluminum foil
smeared with peanut butter to attract the animals to the shock. He
recognizes he can't grow everything
and buys in to give customers a
well-rounded choice.

He emphasizes Merrymeeting's
diversity: there are piles of AllGro

compost and pine and spruce bark
mulch for sale; the garage, from
which Smitty ran his entire business, holds pallets of growing media and fertilizers, along with a selection of planters and baskets and
Adirondack chairs.
Crafts

in

the shop include bird-

houses and a genuine best-seller
hand-crafted free-standing "air-

a

craft-steel" holder for hanging bas-

kets made
by Little Farm in
Chichester. But most crafts move
slowly and "will only be here until
1

find

something better."

Parallel to

Depot Road and

fed the plants 15-10-10, and put
down mulch. "Weeds are a problem if we took all the weed seed
out of our soil here,
swear the
whole place would settle three

ex-

tending the length of the property
is a strip of pick-your-own cut flowers
which he sells by weight four
dollars a pound. ("It's simpler than
counting stems
He's trying different types: some didn't do as well
as others (a tall ageratum wasn't as
tall as the catalog said; no one

—

(

—

—

1

inches...")

"|

The mix
late

liked a tricolor salvia; "Tall Chief
celosia didn't begin to bloom until

—

the

is

— and
—

spectacular

NOTHING HAD BEEN DONE with
the blueberries since Smitty left.
Again after asking advice this
time from Bill Lord, UNH Cooperative Extension fruit specialist, Les
began bringing the patch back into
production. He rented a rotary cutter to clear out brush, then went in
and began cutting out the heavy
wood in the plants themselves. He
spread sulphate to increase acidity.

ber.

This

—

fall,

he's taking another Th-

—

ompson School course this one in
weed control ("we spend more
money on controlling weeds than
any other aspect"). And he continues to work out new ideas with a
growing network of knowledgeable
people: "people those in the industry in particular have been

—

—

wonderful, willing to share informa-

View Gardens

Pleasant

wrowers

of Quality Liners
Material

^ & Finished

7316 PLEASANT STREET
603-435-8361
October & November 1995

OR

LOUDON

1-800-343-4784

"this

crop was amazing Smitty
knew what he was doing." Customers have three ways of buying: they
can buy berries already picked,
pick their own at 75 cents per
pound, or pick, giving Les half and
paying nothing People were still
picking the first week in Septemyear's

August "we're learning"!, but
rudbeckia
(both
Indian
Summer, a "Perennial of the Year"
and Goldilocks') edging the road
late

of early, middle, and
producers has given a two-

month picking season

NEW HAMPSHIRE
FAX

03301

603-435-6849

—

—

Farmington High, brightened the
shop with a mural of landscape
and flowers. The outside sales area

Last year the NHPGA scholarship application base was

MEMBER PROFILE
tion

and make suggestions."

being reorganized to make findperennials are
being arranged alphabetically by
common name and a complete list
is available. And Les hopes to reorient the production gardens

expanded. Now. NHPGA members and their immediate
families (spouses and children! who are pursuing an
associate s or bachelor s degree in a horticulture-related
field at any institution can

a

partly for efficiency, partly for vi-

apply.

point of focus. Last year, he bought

with rows perpendicu(they are now parallel) to the
road. Perennials will be grown in
heavily mulched blocks (to cut
down on weeds).
There's plenty to do before

THIS YEAR, he began some annuals

— marigolds,

calendulas

— from

seed in the small greenhouse and
bought in plugs for 8000 impatiens
and 2000 petunias. Purple Wave'
(the first seed-produced spreading
petunia! was a best seller, but perennials

seem

to

be emerging as

perennial plugs and discovered
people like big plants. So he's begun field-growing them. Day lilies
are becoming a specialty (50 varieties), with 500 in the ground, othin

ers

common
(Iris

iris

and

2000

being
Less
yellow flag
pseudacorus Variegata,' lapanese
(Iris ensata Azure')
are beginin

planted

pots,

for next year's sales.

perennials

—
—

ning to appear.
But he realizes that being new
and in a good spot will no longer

be enough. To make the place
more attractive to customers, his

is

ing plants easier

sual effect

—

—

is simple
filling out a one
form
and
writing
(briefly! about how you be-

Application

basically

lar

page

came interested
ture

Merrymeeting
Garden
Center
reaches the level Les wants but
today sunny, with traffic heavy on
Depot Road, rudbeckia bright in
front and blueberries still heavy
with fruit, the venture seems prom-

after schooling.

ising. (B.P.)

will

—

—

tion,

horticul-

For forms and informacall Chris Robarge at

603-862-1074. Completed applications should be received
by November 15; decisions

be made at the December board meeting; checks
will be presented at the Winter Meeting on lanuary 17.

(L^s and Sathalie Turner are at Route
II and Depot Road. Sew Durham.
The phone is 603-859-3030.)

in

and what your plans are

NH

wife Nathalie, the art teacher at

'Helping You

to

Qroiv

B*E* Supply
GREENHOUSE SUPPLIES

& EQUIPMENT

Hemlock Road, Langdon
\laiijng Address:

P.O.

Charlesiown,

Box

New Hampshire 03603

Xu-Form Products
Restricted Pesticides

Landmark Products
Kord Products
Pre-fUled Flats

& Pots

Fertilizers

Distributors for
&.

603-835-6930
Fax: 603-835-2180

Hyde Park

Sunshine Soils

The Plantsntan

BARK MULCH DIVISION

NURSERY DIVISION:

0. Box 527, Route 122
Poland Spring, Maine 04274

P.

P.

Jolly
WHOLESALE

-

Farmer

PRODUCTS

SUPPLIERS
Bark Mulch

Hemlock

available

in

our own

•

2 and 3

cu.ft.

t^ark

mulch now

Also.. .Pine

Bark Nuggets

&

& Dark

Bark.

Mini Nuggets.

Bagged Soils & Manures

• Top soii.
Humus, Peal Moss,
Composted & Dehydrated Cow Manures.

Fall

Potting Soil, Peat

Mums

Cyclamen. ..U-iers,

F.n

shed

Poinsettias...C-r.rgs, Fr.ished

Cut & Split Firewood
Telephone:

GROWERS

Geraniums
Bedding Plants
Potted Annuals
Hanging Baskets

bags.. .Hemlock,

Pine-Spruce, Cedar, Spruce-Hemlock

WHOLESALE

Annual Plugs
Rooted Cuttings

Mix & Cedar...

.

by the Tractor-Trailer load.

Bagged Mulch

O. Box 56, Route 10

East Lempsta, N.H. 03605

1-800-879-2275

Telephone:

1-207-998-5580

"Integrity, quality

1-800-695-8300
1-603-863-3370

1-207-998-2006

1-603-863-7814

and reliable

service since 1967'

NORTHERN NURSERIES
WHOLESALE HORTICULTURAL DISTRIBUTION CENTERS
S, White River Junction, VT 05001
16 Pinkham Road West, Banington, Nh 03825

U^. Route

A

SERVING THE PROFESSIONAL

WITH ABOVE GROUND PLAin' MATERIAL
Distributon in the following
• Lofts

Seeds

•DeWitt Weed

Barrier

lines:

.

Biidimdcr Spraycn

.

Lebanon Turf Fertilizers
Mulch & Grow Hydrosccding Fiber

•

Corona Hand Tools

.

•

Earthway Spreaders

•

Nursery

& Landscape SuppGes

Contact:

Jim Babb, Mgr., White River Junction, VT, (802) 295-2117
Bob Averell, Mgr., Barrington, NH, (603) 868-7172

GOOD SERVICE DEPENDABLE QUALITr. C02T7ENIENT LOCATION
-

October

£-

November

:

RED HEMLOCK
DOESN'T GET MULCH
BETTER THAN THIS
Morse Bros- is ottering very special pricing on
our guaranteed Hemlock Bark Mulch from Maine

18" ^15"^*14Prize

Hemlock

Burgundy
Hemlock

Deluxe
Hemlock
Call for Details

All prices

FOB Windham.

Effective Date:

5/23

1-800-866-4991

MORSE BROS.
32 Gambo Rd., Windham, ME 04062
207-892-1400 (Fax) 207-892-3400

fTel)

PS.

COLE

'Ias the

season

for
(Boinsettias

Christmas Cactus

and
Cyclamen

251 J/oftH Village

9ts>a(£Loudon,

^603-783-9561

TOT 03301

'Fa:(_603-783-9562

A G N O

It

looks like
Itdecided
to

emphasize

mother nature has
give

us a

little

It

reprieve from
rained for the first

time in a month last night (9/7),
and more is predicted for the next
hours.
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showing nutrient deficiency symptoms because the nutrients are unavailable for absorption by plant
roots without sufficient soil moisture.

Many

trees and shrubs have chloleaves and premature leaf drop
is evident in most species. Although
the yellowing and shedding of the
rotic

older needles of conifers is normal
in the fall, more than one year's
complement of needles will be shed

by trees under drought stress. The
younger needles will turn reddishbrown. Additional symptoms on
plants

may

back and cracks

include twig diethe stems and

in

trunks. Shrinking of the

common

keep in mind

stems

is

also

with herbaceous plants

on plant health. Drought stressed

diseases, insects,

and winter

An-

ing

damage. A good source

Anthracnose

(UMass).

Although the drought is, and will
continue to be, the major plant
health problem during the 1995
growing season, there were a few
other problems during June and July
as well. We may not have had much
rain, but we certainly had high humidity for much of the summer.
Botrytis was a problem on most her-

baceous plants Botrytis stem cancommon, and flowers were
where overhead
irrigation was used. Several cases of
fusarium stem rot of delphinium
and one case of fusarium wilt of
chrysanthemum were diagnosed.
Plant bug feeding injury was very
prevalent during July on a wide
range of herbaceous plants. Plant
bugs typically cause brown or tan
kers were

particularly hard-hit

necrotic spots, often several in a lo-

have

problem

calized

area,

associated with drought

over-wa-

"dot"

the center (the actual feed-

tering. In several instances, recently

transplanted material has been overwatered.
It

is

important to keep

in

mind

that a prolonged drought usually has

long-term (2-3 years) effects on plant
health. Drought-stressed plants are

this

sure.

sects,

and winter

powdery mildew

injury.

in-

For instance,

have more of
an impact than usual this year because the fungus draws moisture
(what

little

there

will

is)

from the leaves.

Spider mite populations have exploded this summer due to the hot,
dry conditions. Many conifers appear
"bronzed" due to spider mite feedOctober & November 1995

darker

The feeding usually occurs
near the top of the plants. Spider
mites and aphids have also caused
problems on a wide range of hosts.
Viruses have been more prevalent
ing site).

more susceptible

to diseases,

a

due

year than in recent years, partly
to the increase in insect presViruses diagnosed included

peony ring spot on peony, tomato
spotted wilt and tomato mosaic on
tomato, and watermelon mosaic-2
and squash mosaic on cucurbits Angular leaf spot, a bacterial disease,
was diagnosed on melons and
pumpkins. Rainy periods and overhead irrigation help to spread the
angular leaf spot bacterium.

of the lack of mois-

of addi-

drought on trees and shrubs can be
found in an article by Robert Childs
and Melissa Castonguay in the August 10, 1995, issue of Tree News

that

summer because

injury.

to

tional information on the effects of

in

not been as

We haven't escaped unscathed,
however. Heat and drought stress
have been a primary problem, particularly on shallow or sandy soils.

plants are more susceptible

other, often over-looked,
is

The usual summer diseases on
brown patch and pythium, have
much of a problem this

turf,

long-term (2-3 years) effects

in

I

woody

to

Needless

to say, the
the Northeast is a hot
topic (no pun intended). During the
last three weeks,
have been seeing
increasing symptoms of drought
stress on all plant material that has
not received supplemental water.
There are several symptoms of
drought stress now evident besides
the obvious symptoms of wilting,
marginal burning, and reductions in
growth and yield. Many plants are

drought

important

that a prolonged drought usually has

(I

"little")

the drought!

IS

UPDATE

S T

ture.

is

a

common problem

Summer patch was
diagnosed on three turf samples in
the last month, and one case of
take-all was diagnosed in July.
Diplodia tip blight was diagnosed
on scotts and Austrian pine. Several
juniper samples were received with
kabatina twig blight and one with
phomopsis tip blight The honey locusts have taken a beating this year
on stressed

turf

from honey locust plant bugs and
midges.
What can we look forward to in
the next couple of months? Certainly
we can expect the development of
more problems associated with the
drought. If we get several periods of
rain, we can expect some of the turf
diseases such as brown patch, leaf
spot, and pythium to occur. Remember that late autumn is the key time
for fungicide control of snow mold
on turf. Now is the time to
apply fungicides for control of rhizosphaera needlecast on spruce
If you are growing snapdragons,
be sure to scout the crop and get a
fungicide on at the first sign of gray
fungal growth on the undersides of
the leaves. The lower leaves of poinsettias should also be examined
regularly for powdery mildew. Look
for small chlorotic or yellow lesions
on the upper surface of the lower
leaves, then check the underside for
the white to gray growth of the fungall

It is good practice to carry a
small zip-loc bag around to put infected or suspicious leaves in. If any

gus.

powdery

mildew

infections

are

found, fungicides should be applied

—

immediately be sure to get good
coverage on the undersides of the
leaves.

The most important thing to conmonths is

sider during the next two
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UPDATE
Amendments

to the

Federal Worker Protection Standard
Bob Wo/ff

to comments and petitions made by
interest groups and organizations. EPA
revisions to five elements of the Worker

response

Invarious
named

may be presented

ma-

orally or in the form of written

terial.

Note, for those of you

who have the EPA

"Protect

Protection Standard (WPS). Amendments were made
that affect worker training requirements and the re-

Yourself from Pesticides" safety poster, the above outlined safety information is identical to the information

Exceptions were
sponsibilities of crop advisors
granted regarding certain limited-contact activities and
issued a final
also
has
EPA
activities.
for irrigation
policy statement allowing reduction in restricted entry

on the poster (except for the requirement to inform
workers that they will receive full training with five
days
Rule

intervals (REls) for certain low-risk pesticides.

The most important aspects
likely to affect

rized below.

growers

in

of the

changes that are

New Hampshire

are

summa-

You should address any questions

re-

garding the standard to your appropriate state agency
In New Hampshire, it is the Department of Agriculture
Markets and Food. Division of Pesticide Control. 603-

271-3550

Amendment Regarding Training Requirements
requires that agricultural workers be given pesticide safety training if they are to be working in areas
that, within the previous 30 days, had been treated
Rule

WPS

with pesticide. The original standard allows a 15-day
grace period. Under the amendment, this reverts to a
5-day grace period on January 1, 1996.
The amended standard imposes an additional requirement that workers who have not been trained receive at least basic pesticide safety information prior
to entering any treated area. Such workers would still
have to be given the full training before their 6th day

work

such an area.
The basic safety information (which is not the same
as training) must tell workers that pesticides may be
on or in plants, soil, or irrigation water, or drifting
from nearby applications Workers must also be advised to prevent pesticides from entering their bodies

of

by
1

in

:

all directions and/or signs about keeping
out of treated or restricted areas

Following

^ Washing before eating, drinking, using chewing gum
1

I

Amendment

Pertaining to Crop Advisors

The amendment exempts licensed or certified crop
advisors and persons performing crop advisor tasks
under their direct supervision from WPS requirements
pertaining to personal protective equipment (PPE|,
decontamination, and emergency assistance. It is the
responsibility of the licensed crop advisor to make
determinations as to what PPE and decontamination
supplies, etc. will be appropriate to conduct the tasks
safely. This information, plus information about any
pesticide products that might have been applied,
method and time of application, REI, etc., must be
conveyed by the crop advisor to each person under
his or her direct supervision prior to entering the
treated area. Furthermore, under the amended rule, a
worker who is a certified crop advisor need not be
given pesticide safety training for workers, provided
that requirements for certification included the pesticide safety training components of WPS
Exception for Early Entry Restrictions for Limited
Contact Activities
This exception, which went into effect on May 3, 1995,
relaxes some of the restrictions on early entry activi-

where a worker's contact with treated surfaces will
be minimal and limited to feet, lower legs, hands, and
forearms. Under this exception, workers may perform
early entry tasks for up to 8 hours in 24 (as opposed
to the previous limit of only one hour in 24). They
must, however, wear either the personal protective
equipment specified for early-entry activities on the

ties

or tobacco, or using the toilet

pesticide label, or at least coveralls, chemical-resis-

Wearing work clothing that protects the body from

tant gloves, socks, and chemical-resistant footwear.
They must also wear eyewear where eyewear is re-

pesticide residues
1 Washing/showering with soap and water, shampooing hair, and putting on clean clothes after work
1 Washing work clothes separately from other clothes

quired by the label

before wearing them again
1 Washing immediately in the nearest clean water if
pesticides are spilled or sprayed on the body, and
as soon as possible thereafter, showering, shampooing, and changing into clean clothes.

in force:

Finally,

given

these workers must be told that they will be
training within five days. This information

full

for early entry.

important to keep in mind that all other requirements pertaining to early-entry activities are still
It

1
1

is

No hand labor tasks may be performed
The need for the task could not have been

fore-

seen nor delayed
?

No

entry will

be allowed

for the first four hours,

and until any applicable ventilation
been met

criteria

have

The Plantsman

1

The workers must be informed
safety information that

is

of the pesticide

on the

label.

Remember also that workers must receive pesticide
safety training before they engage in any early-entry
not allowed when expressly prohibited by the pesticide label. Also, this exception does
not apply when the pesticide label requires that workers be notified of pesticide application both by posting treated areas and provide oral notifications
("double notification").
One additional requirement under the exception is
that the workers be informed orally or in writing of
the following
1 The establishment is relying on the exception for
is

limited contact activities

No

first four hours, and
and any label-specified
levels
have
exposure
been reached
inhalation
1 The time in the treated area can not exceed eight
hours in any 24

1

preventative measures to reduce the impact of diseases

next season. SANITATION is the most important. Reall crop debris and destroy it if you know that
diseases were a problem Composting often does not
kill the pathogen in the debris, thus, when it is used
as a mulch, the pathogen is reintroduced into the
crop. Be sure to protect woody ornamentals against

move

activities.

Early entry

DIAGNOSTIC LAB
Continued from page 25

entry be allowed for the

until ventilation criteria

winter

damage and

Thanks

for

desiccation.

your cooperation while

I

was away

APS meetings (and some much-needed time

at the

off).

The

meetings were informative - learned several new dipicked up a few new references.
agnostic tricks' and
The needlecast workshop at Penn State was great!
I

1

If you wish to submit plant material to the PDL for diagnosis,
send samples twith a check for SI2.| to-. The UNH Plant
Diagnostic Lab. C/O Dr. Cheryl Smith. Plant Biology
Department. Nesmith Hall. UNH. Durham. NH 03824.
Samples should be accompanied by an identification form
[available from your county Cooperative Extension). Cheryl
Smith is the UNH Cooperative Extension Specialist in Plant
Health, and can be reached at (6031 862-3841.

Exception for Early Entry Prohibition for Irrigation
Activities

PPGA HIGHLIGHTS

The terms and conditions

of this exception are virtuthose that apply to the limited con-

ally identical to

nn

tact activity, except that in this case the activity specifically pertains to irrigation tasks that

could not have

been delayed.
Policy Regarding

Reduced Restricted

Entry Intervals

Humane

Society Helps Refute
"Poison Poinsettia" Myth

for Certain Pesticides

EPA has issued

a final

policy statement that allows

registrants (manufacturers) of certain low-risk pesticides to reduce the restricted entry interval from

To date, there are more than 100
active ingredients that meet the lower toxicity criteria,
making them candidates for the reduced REIs. lust because they are on the list of candidates, however,
does not mean that the change has actual been made
for a given product, and the user will have to refer to
the actual label of the pesticide to determine the restricted entry interval. If a pesticide is on the list, but

twelve hours to

four.

the actual label states 12 hours as the restrict entry
interval, the user is bound by the twelve-hour interval
Look under the "Agricultural Use Requirements"
heading on the pesticide label for the restricted entry
interval (unless the interval differs for different crops
or uses, in which case the interval will be given under
the directions for use pertaining to each crop and/or
use to which it applies). Remember, you are bound by
the requirements of the label of the pesticide you are
using and the label should be your primary source of
information regarding application instructions and
restrictions.

New Hampshire Department
Division of Pesticide Control

of Agriculture

Markets and Food.

(from

still

News. luly 1995)

believe poinsettias are toxic

— despite

scien-

proof 24 years ago that a 50-pound child
would have to eat more than 500 leaves to exceed experimental doses that found no toxicity.
The poll showed 50% believed poinsettias are
toxic if eaten. Only 16% knew correctly they are
nontoxic. 34% didn't know. 57% of women said
tists

poinsettias are toxic,

Americans

living

in

compared

to

42%

of

men.

the Northeast believe the

higher numbers (57%) than those living

in
myth in
the West (44%).
Anti-myth progress is being made, however.
The Humane Society of the United States (HSUS)
will not longer warn that poinsettias are poisonous to pets, thanks to SAF s Florist Information
Committee (FIC). After misinformation was cited
to the HSUS in PetSmart magazine, the FIC sent
The HSUS
letters providing correct information.
will be sure to alert pet owners that their favorite
Rachel
Lamb
writes
toxic..."
holiday plant is not

of the

October & November 1995

PPGA

A 1994 SURVEY OF 1,000 ADULTS CONDUCTED
by Bruskin/Goldring Research for the Society of
American Florists indicated that half of Americans

HSUS.

HOW ABOUT HERB
A

History of Herbs

&

Families

to our
grandson. This
when a
is always an exciting time
new little person joins the family
and it got me thinking about
tree

fashioned stoppered glass bottle
that contained a brown liquid she
called her "cure-all." Denise remembers that it smelled strongly
of lavender {Lavendula vera, or En-

the importance of herbs to famiespecially
lies throughout history

glish lavender, has the strongest

There's
family

new addition

a

—a

little

—

—

—

herbs for babies and new mothand grandmothers too.
ers
Perhaps the most important herbs
for babies were catnip and fennel.

Anytime she hurt herself,
her grandmother would lovingly
dab a bit of this cure-all on the
hurt. She always felt better and, of
course, enjoyed her grandmother's
attention.
have made a bottle of
scent).

—

I

remember my mother making

"catnip and fennel tea" for colicky
babies. This warm mild tea fed in
a bottle soothed the fussy little
one and soon put the child to
sleep. Fennel {Foenkulum vulgare) is
important by itself as well. Its

head to get the most benefit from
the steam. Carefully inhale the delicious aroma. Afterwards, rinse
face with clear cool water

and sooth

the digestive system.

And

it

I

lavender

Chamomile

(Matricaria recutita)

tea and put him to bed after he
had such a big scare in Mr. Mac-

ministered

garden? Chamomile is
known as "the sleepy-time tea."
would be careful about feeding
anyone chamomile tea as some
people are allergic to it, but a
"baby sleep pillow" is mentioned

Rosemary Gladstar,

Finally, the

Gregor's

is

purpose as

maladies. Perhaps most important
would be love with which it is ad-

mama made him some chamomile

well-known herbalist
in her book

Herbal Healing for Women, writes of
the use of herbs that lift the spirits. Herbs such as borage flowers,
hawthorne berries and flowers,

I

Catnip {Nepela cataria] may give
your kitten a high and cause him
to act a little wild, but in people,
this member of the mint family
works just the opposite. It soothes
and lulls and sends tension out
the window! A new mom might
like to try this tension-releasing
steam recipe; Bring four quarts of
water to a boil, then add one or
two handfuls of fresh herbs (catnip
leaves and flowers, chamomile
leaves and flowers, hops, and jasmine), and let steep, covered, for
20 minutes. Sit in a quiet place
and breathe in the steam from the
herbs, placing a towel over the

for that

Lavender

so it would be good for bites, cuts,
bruises, and general childhood

is

another important herb for babies.
Remember how Peter Rabbit's

certainly attractive in a garden.

oil

has been used
throughout history as an antiseptic,
well.

feel

refreshed and relaxed.

feathery leaves, golden blossoms,
and flavorful seeds are all known
to increase milk in nursing mothers, relieve flatulence,

and

and sleep.)
Denise Diamond, author of Living
with the Flowers: A Guide to Bringing

lemon balm and roses, chamomile
and hibiscus flowers, and lavender
blossoms have long been used to
celebrate life. One can use a
recipe from Rosemary's herbal, or
mix and blend the herbs into delicious personalized formulas that
create tasty and uplifting blends.
You might carry a few good herbal
books such as this one at your
nursery and share the pleasures
and joys of herbs with your customers and friends.

Flowers into Your Daily Life, writes of
her grandmother, who had an old-

Ta«!^a ]ackson, a well-known area herbalist, tan be reached at 603-431-6774.

in

several old herbals. This pillow

combines the sleep-inducing properties of chamomile and hops with
fennel. The dried herbs might be
crushed and mixed into the stuffing
for a small pillow for a baby to hug
while drifting off to sleep. (Hops
flowers are mentioned in nearly every old herbal

in

relation to relax-

ation

STEENBURG & CALLIORAS

THE AUCTION

Renters (Bzixhtn dettter ^nt.

PROFESSIONALS, INC
656 South Mammoth Road (Rte. 28A)
Manchester, NH 03109-5049
• Fax (603) 622-4073

AUCTIONEERS:

(603) 625-8298

Archie Steenburgh
605/989-5690

Route

10,

Haverhill,

NH

03765

603/868-1070
Calef

Highway

(Lee),

Dover,

Nursery
Craft

Peter Callioras, CA.l.

We
NH

03820

&

• Greenhouses
Christmas Shop

Support The Plantsman

Red Maple
.5-3" caliper

1

Varieties:

Red

(P.P.

Sunset'",

Autumn Flame

Les Entereprises Dolbec Cookshire Ltee

*

2377), and Armstrong

TREE PLANTER

specimen quality, own root (no incompatibility
problems), high limbed for street and commercial use

604 Main Street, Cromwell, CT 06416
Phone (203) 635-5500 FAX (203) 635-3685

«^Hk.

Trees Since 1929

Characteristics
Each tree planter supplied with
16"-30" diameter disc
•
•

Tfillane 9fursenes,%c.
New

England's Finest Trees & Shrubs

CD OWNERS!
Are You Earning

^ ^Q/
050
^^^^
^^

Interest Rate
Guaranteed

For

One Year?

No Annual

Fees!
Guaranteed Return of Principal!
Multiple Income Features!
Call

Now

On

for More Information
Tax-Deferred Annuities

BOB NORMANDEAU

own

trailer

™

506, Chemin Dolbec, Birchton, Quebec
819-821-4188
Fax: 819-875-5372

Tel:
Growing 500 Acres of

its

Adjustable shear and disk
Made by Beloit Woodland" model
$1,200-2,400 Canadian funds

SUMMER MEETING

'95

VENDORS INCLUDED:

Bailey Nurs-

Seed Company; B.E.
Supply; Bobcat of New Hampshire;
Bramen Company; Cavicchio Greenhouses; Charter Oak Landscape &

eries; Ball

Nursery Sales; Christmas Farms;

PLEASANT

to the scholarship

VIEW— AUGUST
4

— The

cloudy,

promise

with

addition, a
In
Geranium Seminar, with par-

PPGA

as

well.

and breeders coming
from around the country, was beginning at Pleasant View that afternoon. So members had a chance
to meet these people as well.
At noon, Perillo's offered another
of its all-you-can-eat barbecues
and after lunch, at our annual auction, Peter Callioras, of Auction
ticipants

Professionals, once again successraised the money that be-

fully

comes the NHPGA scholarship fund.
The big door prize, the balloon
ride for two, was won by loan
Dedman of Woodinville, Washington, one of the PPGA Seminar participants, who generously donated it

NH PLANT GROWERS ASSOCIATION
The Plantsman Editor
UNH Research Greenhouses
Durham, NH 03824

it

off

was

—

with the result be-

a

of thunderstorms, but this

the clouds were welcome
because they kept the heat down.
It was a full day with a good turnout and plenty of vendors. Members had a chance to tour Pleasant
View (people who hadn't been
there in awhile were surprised at
how much it had grownl and
Millican next door was welcoming

year,

visitors

fund. So
auctioned

day was

some clear day, Dave
Murray and his invited guest will
be riding the air currents high
above us all and seeing New
Hampshire from a unique perspecing that on

tive.

Daniel English, of lolly Farmer
won the radio and lackie
Red Book.
Once again, there are many
people to thank. Heading the list
would be our hosts, |on, |eff, and
Henry Huntington. Others would
be Chris Robarge, who handled
registration; the Board members
Products,

Gosselin, the Ball

who helped

with publicity and organization; Rick Perillo, for the fine

meal and
our

for the contribution to
Peter
scholarship
fund,

Callioras, our excellent auctioneer;
all the vendors who contributed merchandise to the auction.

and

Next year, New Hampshire will
be hosting the NENA Summer
Meeting. Date and place are still
to be announced, but once again
summer will be the time to visit
with friends and meet new people.
iphoto:

Tnmmy

Halhaway)

Conrad Fafard; The Conard-Pyle
Company; Davis Brook Farm; D.S.
Cole Growers;

Exportation Daniel

Sage (Blue Star Peat); First Pioneer Farm Credit; Florists' IVIutual
Insurance Company; Fred C.
Gloeckner Company; Gold Star Sod
Farm & Nursery; Greenleaf Nursery
Company; Griffin Greenhouse &
Nursery Supply; Harry Stoller

&

Company; Hop River Nursery; Imperial Nurseries; jolly Farmer Products; |.P. Bartlett; Knoxland Equipment; Knuttel Nursery; LAN Nursery; Laughton's Garden Center; Liberty International Trucks; Millane

Nurseries; National Embroidery
Company; Northeast Nursery;
Northern Nurseries; Orchard Equipment & Supply; Pargro; Pot Specialists;

Ouansett Nurseries; Rimol

Associates; Roaring Brook Nurser-

Robert W. Baker Companies;
Rosaire Pion & Son Greenhouses;
Rough Brothers; Sharon Sales;
Smithers Oasis; Spence Farm; Sterling Bag; Sungro; Syracuse Pottery;
TAK Equipment; Tuckahoe Turf;
Van Bloem; Vaughan Seed; Veries;

mont Natural Ag Products;

Wageman

Insurance; W.H.

Western Maine Nurserand Winding Brook Turf Farm.

IVlllikowski;
ies;

SUPPORT THESE PEOPLE—
THEY SUPPORT THE NHPGA.
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